The goal of this paper is to present a logic-based formalism for representing knowledge about objects in space and their movements, and show how this knowledge could be built up from the viewpoint of an observer immersed in a dynamic world. In this paper space is represented using functions that extract attributes of depth, size and distance from snapshots of the world. These attributes compose a novel spatial reasoning system named Depth Profile Calculus (DP C). Transitions between qualitative relations involving these attributes are represented by an extension of this calculus called Dynamic Depth Profile Calculus (DDP C). We argue that knowledge about objects in the world could be built up via a process of abduction on DDP C relations.
Introduction
The field of qualitative spatial reasoning (QSR) (Stock, 1997) attempts the formalisation of spatial knowledge based on primitive relations defined over elementary spatial entities. One of the best known QSR theories, for instance, is the Region Connection Calculus (Randell et al., 1992a) , which is a first-order axiomatisation of space based on regions and the connectivity relation. Other representations of spatial knowledge include theories about shape (Meathrel and Galton, 2001) , distance (Hernández et al., 1995) , position (Clementini et al., 1997) amongst others as surveyed in (Cohn and Hazarika, 2001 ). The present work contributes to QSR research by investigating a formal framework for reasoning about depth and motion, taking into account an observer's viewpoint.
Informally, the original motivation to this work was to formalise the knowledge and reasoning methods involved in the process of watching movie sequences, while making conjectures about the motion of objects and of the observer's viewpoint according to the spatial information contained in the motion pictures. In effect, the initial motivation for this research was to develop a system capable of assimilating knowledge by hypothesising over data from a mobile robot stereovision system, as discussed in (Santos, 2003) . The idea in that work was to construct a symbolic representation of the data from the robot's vision system assuming a simplification of the depth maps provided by the robot's stereo vision system, namely a horizontal slice across the centre of the visual field. Each horizontal slice contains two-dimensional information from a planar view of a scene, containing the object's horizontal shape and depth. This planar view constitutes the basic entity of the reasoning system called Depth Profile Calculus. Images of objects depicted in this view were represented by a conjunction of statements describing the scene 1 . Now, the system's task was to find explanations for the differences between successive descriptions in terms of hypotheses about changes in space from the observer's viewpoint.
The goal of the present paper is to discuss the underlying qualitative spatial reasoning framework of the system developed in (Santos, 2003) leaving aside the robotics and computer vision part of that work. However, the formalism proposed in this paper inherits much of the terminology of that work. For instance, when referring to the distance of an object from the viewpoint of an observer, we use a function that gives disparity information, rather than depth, since disparity is more directly obtained from a stereocamera.
In outline, the spatial reasoning theory proposed in this paper is composed of two sub-theories. One, called the Depth Profile Calculus (DP C), axiomatises spatial relations that are used to represent static features of single snapshots of the world. The second is an extension of DP C which aims the representation of transitions between consecutive pairs of snapshots, this extended theory is named Dynamic Depth Profile Calculus (or DDP C). Having its emphasis on modelling objects and changes in space, this framework can be understood as part of a larger ontology about space and time (Grenon and Smith, 2004) (Galton, 2004) taking into account the viewpoint of an observer. This paper is structured as follows. The next section makes a brief survey of the related literature. Section 3 presents the base definitions of the Depth Profile Calculus, which is further developed in Section 4. DP C is extended into the Dynamic Depth Profile Calculus in Section 5. Abductive assimilation within the DP C -DDP C frameworks is discussed in Section 6 and some conclusions are drawn in Section 7.
Literature Overview
This section presents a survey of the most relevant literature to the framework presented in this paper. The purpose of this overview is to place this work within the context of perception in cognitive robotics, qualitative spatial reasoning and logic-based image understanding.
There are two main conceptions of perception in cognitive robotics. From one point of view, perception is understood as the result of knowledge producing actions (Scherl and Levesque, 1993) performed by a robot in order to determine some properties of its environment aiming the accomplishment of a plan (Levesque, 1996) . In contrast, (Shanahan, 1996) and (Shanahan, 1997) state that perception is a passive process where incoming sensor data is assimilated into the robot's beliefs via a process of abduction. The present work is based upon this second notion, briefly discussed as follows.
Abduction is defined in (Shanahan, 1996) as the process of explaining a sentence Γ by finding a set of formulae ∆ such that, given a background theory Σ, Γ is a logical consequence of Σ ∪ ∆.
Axioms about time and events and a theory about space are included in the background theory Σ. Perception is, thus, defined as the task of finding an explanation of sensor data Ψ in the form of a logical description ∆ of the initial locations and shapes of objects, such that:
In the present work we propose a background theory relating changes in a scene (as perceived by an observer) and actual changes in space. The task of abduction, in this context is to infer a description of the possible movements of objects (and of the observer himself) in order to explain visual observations with respect to the assumed background knowledge. The background knowledge in the framework proposed in this paper was inspired by the qualitative spatial reasoning theory called Region Connection Calculus.
The Region Connection Calculus (RCC) (Randell et al., 1992a ) (Randell et al., 1992b) (Cohn et al., 1997 ) is a many-sorted first-order axiomatisation of spatial relations based on a dyadic primitive relation of connectivity (C/2) between two regions. Informally, assuming two regions x and y, the relation C(x, y) (read as "x is connected with y") is true if and only if the closures of x and y have a point in common. The connectivity relation obeys the following axioms: ∀x C(x, x); ∀xy C(x, y) → C(y, x).
Assuming the C/2 relation, and that x, y and z are variables for spatial regions, mereotopological relations can be defined. Some of them are: P (x, y), standing for "x is part of y"; O(x, y), for "x overlaps y"; DR(x, y), for "x is discrete from y"; P P (x, y), for "x is a proper part of y"; P i/2 and P P i/2 are the inverse relations of P/2 and P P/2 respectively; DC(x, y), which stands for "x is disconnected from y"; EQ(x, y), for "x is equal to y"; P O(x, y), for "x partially overlaps y"; EC(x, y), for "x is externally connected with y"; T P P (x, y), for "x is a tangential proper part of y"; N T P P (x, y), for "x is a non-tangential proper part of y"; T P P i/2 and N T P P i/2 are the inverse relations of T P P/2 and N T P P/2 respectively.
The set constituted by the relations DC(x, y), EQ(x, y), P O(x, y), EC(x, y), T P P (x, y), N T P P (x, y), T P P i/2, and N T P P i/2 is the jointly exhaustive and pairwise disjoint set usually referred to as RCC8 (Randell et al., 1992a) .
The continuous transitions between the RCC8 relations are shown as a conceptual neighbourhood diagram (CND) represented in Figure 1 . Conceptual neighbourhood diagrams are standard techniques in spatial reasoning (Freksa, 1991) and they play a central role in this work. Briefly, a CND is a graph representing in its vertices relations on some specific objects, and in its edges, the continuous transitions between these relations. The concept of continuous transitions, in this context, means that in between adjacent vertices of the graph (i.e. two edgeconnected relations), there is no other possible relation which these regions could assume. Another important tool in reasoning about qualitative spatial (or temporal) notions is the concept of composition tables (Allen, 1983) . Briefly, given two relations on any objects a, b, and c (for instance, R 1 (a, b) and R 2 (b, c)), the composition table entry for R 1 (a, b) and R 2 (b, c) gives a minimised set of disjunctions, R 3 (a, c), of the possible relations on a and c. Composition tables are also an important part in the theory presented in this work.
The Region Connection Calculus has been applied in qualitative simulations (Cui et al., 1992) , on expressing shape (Gotts, 1994) , in qualitative theories of motion (Wolter and Zakharyaschev, 2000) (Muller, 1998) , as a basis for modelling object-observer phenomena such as occlusion (Randell et al., 2001 ) (Randell and 
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Witkowski, 2002) (Köhler, 2002) , to cite but a few papers inspired by this theory. As we shall see in Section 3, the basic part of the spatial reasoning theory developed in this work defines three RCC-style relations based on simple measurements of depth, size and distance information in a scene.
The Region Connection Calculus represents qualitative mereotopological relations between spatial regions independently of any observer's viewpoint. In contrast (Galton, 1994) proposes a lines-of-sight calculus in order to represent relative positions between pairs of non-overlapping convex bodies as seen from a particular observer. The main interest in this formalism is the representation and manipulation of information about visual occlusion between objects. Inspired by these ideas, the Region Occlusion Calculus (ROC) (Randell et al., 2001 ) was proposed to represent the various possibilities of interposition relations between two arbitrary shaped objects as an extension of the Region Connection Calculus.
In order to make explicit both the distinction between a body and the region of space it occupies, and the distinction between a physical body and its projection with respect to a viewpoint, ROC assumes, respectively, the functions region and image. The region function can be understood as a mapping from a physical body to its occupancy region. The image function is a mapping from a physical body to its relative 2D projection with respect to a viewpoint. A function similar to image is going to be used in the formalism developed in this work, as defined in Section 3.1 below.
Besides aiming at a complete characterisation of occlusion relations, ROC can be used to reason about the states of objects as they (or the observer) move through the environment. Using qualitative simulations (Cui et al., 1992) , it is possible to define, within ROC, methods of predicting when an object is going to disappear behind another with respect to some viewpoint, and to plan what the observer should do to recover the view of this object, for instance. As we shall see, some of these ideas are incorporated into in our framework. The Region Occlusion Calculus initially defines occlusion as a static concept. In ROC, dynamic constraints about changes in time of the occlusion relations are introduced by means of envisioning axioms (Cui et al., 1992) (Weld and de Kleer, 1990) . These axioms are constructed in ROC by assuming a new sort for time points along with a predicate HoldsAt(a, t) (which represents the fact that a fluent a holds at a time point t), for an occlusion relation a and a time point t. As we shall see further in this work, we develop a purely dynamical concept of occlusion defined in terms of qualitative change.
An in-depth discussion of continuous qualitative change in spatial relations is presented in (Galton, 2000) . In particular, in that work, the Region Connection Calculus is used to represent several kinds of movements, such as the case of a region entering inside another, or two regions coming into contact. Therefore, due to its emphasis on transitions between spatial relations representing objects in space, the approach described in this work has much in common to that presented in (Galton, 2000) .
Related to the investigation of formalisations and reasoning about space, there were some approaches whose aim was to bridge the gap between well-founded logic tools and image understanding tasks. The first framework of this kind is presented in (Reiter and Mackworth, 1989) , whereby three sets of axioms are defined: image axioms, representing constraints on the image domain, scene axioms, reserved for objects in the scene, and depiction (or image-scene domain mapping) axioms that constrain the mappings between the image and scene domains. In this context, the image interpretation process is defined as the task of determining all propositional models of these axioms via a constraint satisfaction process. An interpretation of a particular scene is, thus, one model chosen according to some preference criteria from the set of possible models.
Motivated by the Reiter-Mackworth approach and by the hypothesis-based reasoning framework proposed in (Poole et al., 1987) , the SIGMA system (Matsuyama and Hwang, 1990 ) is the first image understanding system that uses abduction for the task of hypothesising explanations to observations with respect to background knowledge about a particular domain. A language for expressing geometric properties of objects was further proposed within this system by (Schroeder and Neumann, 1996) .
Also based on the idea of sensor data assimilation as abduction, and propose a system for explaining video data. Following similar precepts, proposes a model for the assimilation of qualitative world descriptions from partial qualitative spatiotemporal information. That paper assumes an abductive process that is driven by continuity constraints (based on the RCC conceptual neighbourhood diagram) and by a library of domain specific behaviour patterns for rigid (shape-invariant) objects. This library composes part of a qualitative background theory for the abductive process.
The observations assumed in are RCC-like relationships noted by a single agent through a sequence of intervals from a birds-eye viewpoint. It is also assumed that if an agent observes an object at a particular time interval, then it is able to observe everything about it. In contrast, the present work assumes the observer's viewpoint and that the observed objects can disappear, from the observed scene, due to interposition or to the assumed restricted field of view of the observer. A more recent approach to encoding RCC with sensor data is given in (Randell and Witkowski, 2006b) .
Recent developments on logic-based knowledge assimilation from video images include the work proposed in (Bennett et al., 2004) , which reports a framework for anchoring scene elements to symbols in a logic-based language by considering the consistency in the multiple possible histories towards which the scenario might evolve. (Randell and Witkowski, 2006a) , proposes an extension to the concept of abductive sensor data assimilation by mapping objects in images to what they name feature clouds, which are knowledge-extended vector representations of objects in a scene. We believe that some of the ideas proposed in (Bennett et al., 2004) and (Randell and Witkowski, 2006a) could be used to extend the framework reported in the present paper; however, this development is left for further investigations. On a broader sense, research on image sequence interpretation includes a myriad of different methods and techniques that have been proposed over the past thirty years. However, as surveyed in (Nagel, 2000) , the problem of obtaining a robust automated description of observed scenes remains still open.
The next section develops the basic theory for the spatial reasoning system proposed in this work.
Depth Profile Calculus: base definitions
As mentioned in the introduction of this paper, much of the terminology of the spatial reasoning system presented below is inherited by the task of formalising the spatial knowledge based on information obtained by a mobile robot stereovision system. Therefore, we introduce the basic concepts that are going to be used further in this paper assuming a stereovision system that provides depth maps from a scene 2 . A symbolic representation of the depth maps provided by the robot's vision system is constructed by assuming a simplification of each scene, so called horizontal slice. Each of these horizontal slices is, in effect, a 2D depth profile of the scene before the robot taken at a particular height. Within these depth profiles peaks occur that are caused by nearby objects or collections of objects. These depth peaks are assumed as primitives in the qualitative reasoning system proposed in this work. Moreover, we assume depth information as given by a disparity measurement. In fact, disparity is inversely proportional to depth times a constant dependent on the camera geometry. Depth profiles and depth peaks are represented in Figures 2 and 3 .
The axis PIXELS in depth profiles represent the pixels in horizontal slices of scenes. On the other hand, the disparity measurements contained in these slices are represented in the vertical axis 3 . This axis is bounded by the furthest point that can be noted by the observer, this limiting distance is represented by L in the chart in Figure 2b . In this work L is defined as a value closer to the origin of the charts representing depth profiles, thus, the higher the value of the variable disparity the closer the objects are to the observer. The value minus one is assigned to the points whose measurements fall beyond L, representing that no disparity data is available. Figure 2 (a) depicts a bird's eye view of a scene containing two objects (A and B), an observer's viewpoint is represented by the symbol υ and its field of view by the region bounded by dashed lines. The symbols α, β and L in Figure 2 (a) represent, respectively, the disparities of objects A and B and the furthest point that can be noted by the observer. Figure 2 (b) is a representation of a depth profile extracted from the scene in Figure 2 (a). Peaks P and Q are depicting, respectively, objects A and B. Figure 3 shows the actual depth profile (Figure 3(b) ) constructed from a horizontal slice of the depth map shown in Figure 3 The edges of peaks in depth profiles represent the boundaries of object's images depicted in horizontal slices (as represented by the symbols i, j, k and r in Figure  2 (b)). Besides this, depth profiles also encode information about the relative sizes of visual objects and the observer-relative distance between pairs of objects from the observer's viewpoint. The size value is given by the modulus of the difference between the values of a peak's edges, in the horizontal axis of depth profiles, while the distance between two peaks is given by the modulus of the difference between the nearest edges of two distinct peaks. In other words, according to Figure 2b , the size of the peak Q is defined by |k -r|, and the distance between P and Q is given by |k -j|.
It is worth pointing out also that the relative sizes of objects in the environment (as defined above) can be assessed only in one direction from horizontal slices. Even though this may be a very limited view of a scene, the formalism developed upon this limitation may give insights on how to provide a rigorous account of observer-object relations in a more complex setting.
Transitions in the size (or in the disparity) of a particular peak, and changes in the distance between peaks in a sequence of profiles encode information about observer-relative relations on objects in the world. This is the initial insight upon which the spatial reasoning system proposed in this work is based. This idea is going to be formally developed in the Sections 4 and 5.
Motivating example: occluding
In order to motivate the development of this framework we are going to consider the example of two objects (A and B), initially noted as two distinct disconnected regions by an observer, occluding each other in a later instant. Figure 4 shows a sequence of snapshots of these two objects. Its relative profile sequence is shown in Figure 5 . Informally analysing this sequence, the transition from P1 to P2 suggests that either there are two objects (represented by peaks P and Q) in the environment that were getting closer to each other, or the observer was circling around these objects in a direction such that the observer-relative distance between them is perceived as decreasing.
Furthermore, from P2 to P3, it is possible to hypothesise that the objects represented by P and Q are going to be in a relation of occlusion, since the peaks P and Q in P2 are almost turning into one single peak in P3. From P3-P4, occlusion between the two objects can be entailed, since the peaks P and Q changed from two distinct peaks (in P1, P2 and P3) to a coalescent peak in P4. At this point it is worth mentioning that the theory developed below will handle coalescent peaks according to the history of the observed of depth profiles. In other words, from the profile sequence shown in Figure 5 , the system should maintain the existence in Profile 5(d) of the two peaks that originated it, this will be accomplished by keeping the label of P and Q in the argument of a relation representing coalescent events. Figure 4 .: A sequence of snapshots depicting the evolution of two objects A and B, respectively, left and rightmost objects in the pictures.
Preliminaries
This section presents the basic definitions of a many-sorted first-order language to represent depth profiles. The language's universe of discourse includes sorts for time points, disparity, size, physical bodies and peaks. Time points, disparity and size are variables that range over positive real numbers (R + ), physical bodies are variables for objects of the world, and peaks are symbols for depth peaks. This language also has variables for depth profiles, p i (for a natural number i). For brevity, every profile p i is assumed to be related to a time point t i , unless explicitly stated. It is also assumed that t i < t j (and consequently that p i occurs before p j ) if and only if i < j, for natural numbers i and j. In this work we assume the usual ordering relations on the real line (denoted by > for greater than and < for less than for the time, disparity, and size domains).
Time is a central element in our formalism about depth profiles. However, a complete temporal reasoning theory was not developed in this work. Comprehensive overviews of the extensive literature on reasoning about time can be found in (Stock, 1997) , (Galton, 2000) , (van Benthem, 1991) and (Barringer et al., 2000) . In the present work only two temporal constructs are used: the notion of time intervals and the meet relation between pairs of intervals. We define a time interval I as an ordered pair of time instants, I ≡ t 1 , t 2 , for t 1 < t 2 . The meet relation is defined as follows:
Definition 1 (Meet) We say that a time interval t 1 , t 2 meets another t 3 , t 4 if and only if t 2 = t 3 . Therefore, it is implicit in the notation used when two time intervals meet. On the peak domain, we distinguish two particular atoms in order to refer to the left and right borders of a depth profile: LeftBorder and RightBorder. These terms are related to the lateral borders of the observer's field of view. Therefore, the borders of the field of view are included in the formalism as atoms of the sort peak. The formalism also assumes a special symbol nil (of the peak sort) representing a peak that does not appear in a particular profile. In this case, its disparity value is assumed to be minus one and its size attribute is assumed to be zero. We also use a peak term Background to represent the space separating two distinct depth peaks, or the space separating a peak and the nearest border of a profile that includes it.
The theory assumes a function p o/2, standing for peak of, that maps a symbol for physical body and a time point to a symbol for depth peak (p o: physical body × time point → peak). Assuming a peak symbol p and a physical body symbol b, p = p o(b, t) is read as "p is the peak of the physical body b at time t".
The theory also assumes three other functions referring to peak attributes: disparity (disp for short), size and distance (dist).
The functions expressing peak attributes are defined as follows.
• disp: peak × time point → disparity, gives a peak's disparity at a time instant;
• size: peak × time point → size, maps a peak and a time point to the peak's size;
• dist: peak × peak × time point → size, maps two peaks and a time point to the angular distance separating the peaks in that instant. In practice, for two distinct peaks x and y and time point t, dist(x, y, t) is the difference between the the horizontal coordinates of the two closest points of x and y (as introduced in the discussion of Figure 2 , p. 9).
In practice the function disp returns the mean disparity of objects noted by the assumed off-the-shelf stereo vision system, values of the size and distance functions are given by the horizontal distance comprising each peak and the space in between peaks.
Rigorously, these functions should have a variable for the observer's viewpoint in their argument as they are observer dependent notions. However, as this work assumes the viewpoint of a single observer, this concept is subsumed by the notion of depth profile.
This work assumes as a rule of conjecture that every peak in a profile represents a physical body unless there is reason to believe in the contrary. A reason to refute this default belief could be, for instance, if it is the case that a peak disappears unexpectedly.
With the definitions presented in this section we can construct the basic relations of a spatial reasoning theory based on depth profiles, as presented in the next section.
Basic spatial relations
This section introduces three classes of relations that constitute the basic predicates of a spatial reasoning system for depth profiles: relations of distance, relations of disparity and relations of size.
Throughout the remainder of this section we are assuming that x and y are variables for two distinct depth peaks, and t is a time point. Moreover, all variables are assumed to be universally quantified unless explicitly stated otherwise.
Most of the relations proposed in this work involve pairs of depth peaks in a profile. Therefore, we can assume that in every relation involving pairs of peaks, R(x, y, t), the first argument (x) refers to a peak at the left hand side of the peak in the second argument (y). Here, left/right relations are mirrored on the observer's left/right sides.
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Relations of distance
Considering the distance function alone, three relations on peaks are defined:
• DisC(x, y, t), standing for "x is disconnected from y at time t";
• ExtC(x, y, t), read as "x is externally connected with y at time t"; and
• Co(x, y, t), "x is coalescent with y at t".
The relations DisC/3, ExtC/3 and Co/3 are axiomatised by the formulae [A1], [A2] and [A3] below. These axioms represent the connection between the perceived object's attributes and the qualitative relations about peaks by means of two threshold values δ 1 and δ 2 . In this sense, the relations DisC/3, ExtC/3 and Co/3 can be understood as partitions in the distance domain, where the values δ 1 and δ 2 are the boundaries between these partitions.
Assuming that the symbols δ 1 and δ 2 are positive values such that δ 2 > δ 1 and
and [A3] are written as follows:
The distances δ 1 and δ 2 are determined with respect to the application domain. For instance, in the case of a mobile robot in an office-like domain (where observed distances are good approximations to actual distances), if δ 2 is assumed to be of the order of the robot's size, the axiom [A2] could be understood as "two objects are externally connected if and only if the distance between them constitutes an obstacle to the robot's motion". Thus, if it is the case that, in any horizontal slice taken around two distinct physical bodies (that are close to the robot), two peaks representing this pair of objects are never noted as disconnected, then the robot's reasoning system should be able to conclude that there is no path for the robot to move between these objects. The relation ExtC/3, in this case, could be used to define possible paths within a spatial planning system. It is worth noting that (in general) this provides only a sufficient condition for the existence of paths, since the distance dist/3 represents the apparent distance between the two objects from the observer's standpoint. In fact, the distance values (as well as the thresholds) could be defined using disparity, plus triangle similarity, to define an approximation for the actual distance given the perceived distance. For the purposes of this work, however, the only restriction required for δ 1 and δ 2 is that δ 2 should be strictly larger than δ 1 and non-null, as mentioned above.
Note that Co/3 has two arguments for peaks, thus, when two peaks coalesce into one, they retain their distinct existence in a state of a composite (coalescent) peak. It is worth pointing out also that, in the general case, Co/3 has to be inferred from the transition between two externally connected peaks becoming "one single peak" in a sequence of snapshots. This, however, warrants an extension of the definition of coalescent as it requires a relation defined on changes in depth profiles (as discussed further in this paper). Note that there are special cases where coalescent can be inferred from one single profile, e.g. in situations involving objects placed at considerably different depths where the respective peaks have different heights (in an office-like scenario, for instance, this may never be the case). In this work, however, we provide an account for the general case.
A conceptual neighbourhood diagram for DisC/3, ExtC/3 and Co/3 is shown in Figure 8 (a) below. The definition of a composition table for these relations depends on the sizes of the peaks and on the values of δ 1 and δ 2 . In the most general case, the composition table for distance relations is trivial, the composition of any two relations on distance R 1 (a, b, t) and R 2 (b, c, t) for depth peaks a, b and c would be any other relation on distance.
The relations DisC/3, ExtC/3 and Co/3 are proposed as an attempt to ground the region connection calculus (Randell et al., 1992a) on sensor data. Due to the imprecise and under-constrained nature of sensor data, we could not generate a system as elegant and expressive as RCC. The reason for this is the fact that the task of providing a definition based on sensor data to the RCC primitive C/2 does not seem to be possible using the current, up-to-date, computer vision algorithms, since unambiguous segmentation of two connected (arbitrary shaped) objects from images is still a matter of research. Moreover, being defined on the interval between the two distance thresholds δ 1 and δ 2 , ExtC/3 includes the RCC relation of externally connectedness as a particular case (when δ 1 = 0), while also holding when the closure of two regions does not share a point (but their distances are within the threshold interval). Therefore, the relations DisC/3, ExtC/3 and Co/3 were inspired by RCC, but they are designed for a purpose that is different from that of RCC relations: the former are definitions of qualitative distinct states of sensor data, while the latter constitute an exhaustive and pairwise disjoint axiomatisation of the possible relations between spatial regions assuming connectivity as the sole primitive relation.
Similar to the relations on distance above, the functions disp and size define further qualitative relations on peaks by means of the threshold values µ, for the disparity domain, and σ for the size domain. The meaning of µ and σ is analogous to that of δ 1 and δ 2 (above), i.e., they are the boundaries between partitions in the disparity and size domains that define qualitative relations on peaks.
Relations of disparity
Assuming now the disparity function, we define the following relations:
• F urther T han(x, y, t) (F T (x, y, t)), standing for "x is further from the observer than y at time t";
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• Closer T han(x, y, t) (CT (x, y, t)) read as "x is closer to the observer than y at time t"; and
• Depth Equal(x, y, t) (DEq(x, y, t)) read as "x is as far as y from the observer's viewpoint at time t".
Assuming a positive disparity value µ, representing the average error in the mean disparity value, these relations are axiomatised by
Note that the relation CT /3 is the inverse of F T /3, i.e., F T (x, y, t) ≡ CT (y, x, t). This fact follows from the axioms and the definition of the order relation. We introduced two distinct relations in order to keep our definitions closer to the common sense usage of the concepts represented.
The neighbourhood diagram for the relations of disparity is represented in Figure It is worth noting that, due to the use of the threshold µ in the axioms [B1], [B2] and [B3] above, the composition of DEq with DEq is not DEq alone, but CT as well; take for instance the case where disp(x, t) = (disp(y, t) + 2u/3) and disp(y, t) = (disp(z, t) + 2u/3), then disp(x, t) = (disp(z, t) + 4u/3) and thus DEq(x, y, t) and DEq(y, z, t) compose into CT (x, z, t)
4 . An analogous argument holds for the relations of size below.
Relations of size
With the function size, three further relations can be defined:
• Larger T han(x, y, t) (LT (x, y, t)), standing for "x is larger than y at t";
• Smaller T han(x, y, t) (ST (x, y, t)), "x is smaller than y at t"; and
• Size Equal(x, y, t) (SEq(x, y, t)), "x has equal size to y at t". [C1] LT (x, y, t)
The composition table for the relations of size above is shown in Figure 7 , while their neighbourhood diagram is depicted in Figure 8 . In this work we assume that, for every time point, the peak terms RightBorder and LeftBorder are disconnected and that for any peak p and time point t, CT (LeftBorder, p, t), F T (p, RightBorder, t), LT (LeftBorder, p, t) and ST (p, RightBorder, t).
LT
The three sets of relations proposed in this section are sub-theories that, together, compose the Depth Profile Calculus, which is presented in the next sec-REASONING ABOUT DEPTH AND MOTION FROM AN OBSERVER'S VIEWPOINT 17 tion. The relations composing each sub-theory are not axiomatised in the same sense as RCC relations (discussed in Section 2), but they are defined using tolerance intervals on numerical values from depth maps. Therefore, the relations DisC/3 and ExtC/3 (presented above) do not share the same semantics of their RCC counterparts upon which they were inspired.
The Depth Profile Calculus (DPC)
In this section the relations of peaks defined above are combined to constitute one single qualitative spatial reasoning system about depth profiles, named the Depth Profile Calculus (DP C). For brevity, we will make references to the relations of distance, disparity and size defined above by, respectively, P Dist, P Depth and P Size. Figure 9 represents one set of relations on peaks composing the DisC/3 relation with P Depth and P Size relations.
Similar sets of relations can be constructed by composing ExtC/3 ( Figure 10 ) and Co/3 (Figure 11 ) with the relations on size and disparity. Therefore, the composite theory (DPC) comprises 27 basic relations each of which denoted by a symbol R DP C i for i ∈ {1, . . . , 27}. These relations are constrained by axioms of the form:
(x, y, t) ∈ {DisC(x, y, t), ExtC(x, y, t), Co(x, y, t)}, R P Depth j (x, y, t) ∈ {DEq(x, y, t), F T (x, y, t), CT (x, y, t)}, R P Size k (x, y, t) ∈ {SEq(x, y, t), LT (x, y, t), ST (x, y, t)} and n ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . . , 27}.
For the sake of clarification, one such DP C relation would be:
The following results show that the set of relations of the Depth Peak Calculus is jointly exhaustive and pairwise disjoint. ST(a,b,t) LT (a,b,t) SEq (a,b,t) DEq (a,b,t) FT (a,b,t) CT (a,b,t) Figure 9.: DisC relation composed with disparity and size information. LT (a,b,t) SEq (a,b,t) ST (a,b,t) DEq (a,b,t) FT (a,b,t) CT(a,b,t) Figure 10 .: ExtC relation composed with disparity and size information.
Proof:
The lemma follows from the definition of P Dist, P Depth and P Size. I.e., from the axioms of P Dist, P Depth and P Size we conclude that the distance, disparity and size domains are completely covered by the qualitative relations defined in these sets of relations. 2
Lemma 2 (Pairwise disjointness of DP C) The set of relations of the Depth Profile Calculus is pairwise disjoint.
Proof: In order to prove that the set of DP C relations is pairwise disjoint we can proceed in two steps: (i) first, we prove that P Dist, P Depth and P Size are SEq (a,b,t) LT (a,b,t) ST (a,b,t) DEq (a,b,t) FT (a,b,t) CT(a,b,t) Figure 11 .: Co relation composed with disparity and size information.
disjoint sets of relations, and then (ii) we proceed by proving that the relations in each sub-theories are pairwise disjoint as well. The argument follows.
(i) From the axioms defining P Dist, P Depth and P Size we can note that each of these theories are defined on disjoint domains. From this fact, it follows that P Dist, P Depth and P Size are disjoint sets of relations.
(ii) Let's assume initially P Dist. In order to prove that the relations defining this sub-theory of DP C are pairwise disjoint it is sufficient to prove that DisC(x, y, t) → ¬ExtC(x, y, t); DisC(x, y, t) → ¬Co(x, y, t); ExtC(x, y, t) → ¬Co(x, y, t).
These statements follow trivially from the axioms [A1], [A2] and [A3], since the distance δ 1 is strictly less than the distance δ 2 .
Therefore, from (i) and (ii), we conclude the statement of this lemma. The proofs for P Depth and P Size are analogous to the one stated above and were omitted in this paper. 
Conceptual neighbourhood and composition table
As presented in the previous section, the DP C theory is actually a composite theory comprised of conjunctions of relations from P Dist, P Depth and P Size.
According to (Randell and Witkowski, 2002) , the conceptual neighbourhood diagram (CND) of a composite theory can be defined by those of its constituent theories. More formally, let R DP C n (x, y, t) and R DP C n ′ (x, y, t) be a pair of relations in the composite theory DP C. According to Axioms (DP C1 − DP C27) stated in the previous section, R DP C n (x, y, t) and R DP C n ′ (x, y, t) are of the form: (2) and,
Thus, an edge exists between R DP C n (x, y, t) and R DP C n ′ (x, y, t) in the conceptual neighbourhood diagram of Depth Profile Calculus if and only if an edge exists between R P Dist i (x, y, t) and R P Dist i ′ (x, y, t) or between R P Depth j (x, y, t) and R P Depth j ′ (x, y, t) or between R P Size k (x, y, t) and R P Size k ′ (x, y, t) and the remaining relations in R DP C n (x, y, t) and R DP C n ′ (x, y, t) are the same in these DP C relations (or are themselves connected by an edge in their respective conceptual neighbourhood diagrams). For example, the DP C relations: DisC(x, y, t) ∧ DEq(x, y, t) ∧ ST (x, y, t) and ExtC(x, y, t) ∧ DEq(x, y, t) ∧ ST (x, y, t) share an edge in the CND of DP C, since there is an edge connecting DisC(x, y, t) and ExtC(x, y, t), according to Figure 8 (p. 16); while it is not the case w.r.t. the relations: DisC(x, y, t) ∧ DEq(x, y, t) ∧ ST (x, y, t) and ExtC(x, y, t) ∧ DEq(x, y, t) ∧ LT (x, y, t), since ST /3 and LT /3 are not the same nor are connected by an edge in the CND of the theory P Size.
In a similar way, the composition table for DP C can be obtained from the composition tables of its constituent theories as proposed in (Galton, 1994) and further discussed in (Randell and Witkowski, 2002) . Formally, assuming two DP C relations as defined in Formulae 1 and 2 and the composition of the relations that constitute them (given by Formulae 3, 4 and 5 below) we have that each entry in the composition table of DP C follows the scheme of Formula 6 5 .
In other words, each entry in the composition table of two DP C relations is given by the cross-product of the entries in the composition tables of its constituent relations.
Therefore, the neighbourhood diagram and the composition table of the composite theory can be accessed given their counterparts in the sub-theories, P Dist, P Depth and P Size. We omit the construction of these elements for the DP C theory as they do not contribute directly to the further development of this research.
Motivating example
Recalling the example proposed in Section 3.1 and using the definitions presented in this section, Profile P1 in Figure 5 (a) (p. 11) can be described by the Formula 7 below.
Similarly, Profiles P2, P3 and P4 can be described by Formulae 8, 9 and 10, respectively.
In the previous formulae we are using the assumed equivalence between depth profiles and time points, as discussed in Section 3.1 (i.e., a profile P i corresponds to the time point T i ).
The following sections will clarify how the peak in Figure 5 (d) is related to two distinct objects in the scene according to the previous interpretation of the profile sequence, this is accomplished by exploring the notion of transition between DP C relations in order to assimilate changes in the world.
Dynamic Depth Profile Calculus
This section uses the Depth Profile Calculus (described in Section 4) to extend the framework for hypothesising object relations proposed in (Santos and Shanahan, 2002) by incorporating depth and size information in a single formalism. In the present work, predicates defining changes in the observed scenes are connected to possible interpretations of the movement of objects and the observer.
Underlying the further development of this framework, three domain constraints are assumed: object persistence, continuity, and substantiality (Siskind, 1995) . Object persistence stands for the assumption that the objects in the domain cannot disappear or appear. Continuity states that any change in the location of an object is due to continuous motion. Finally, in an environment where the substantiality constraint holds, objects do not pass through each other.
Although these constraints are reasonable assumptions for most situations in the common sense world, they rule out several cases, such as the existence of objects that can change their form instantaneously (air balloons for instance), according to object persistence. Objects such as smoke clouds or curtain doors are ruled out due to the substantiality restriction. We believe that these issues justify the development of new reasoning strategies, involving the construction of distinct background theories for each case. A solution to these problems is outside the scope of this work.
Dynamic DP C: definitions
This section presents axioms for relations representing transitions on peak attributes.
Apart from the definitions presented in the previous section, we are going to use a predicate In sight(p, t) that is true if and only if the peak p = p o(a, t) is not nil, i.e., if there is an object a that is noted by the observer. Given a depth peak p, we make the following two assumptions related to In sight/2: first, In sight(p, I) is true, during a time interval I, if and only if for every time point t ∈ I, In sight(p, t) is true; second, whenever any of the P Dist, P Depth and P Size relations hold for two depth peaks p and q at time t, In sight(p, t) and In sight(q, t) also hold. In other words, if the relations defined in Section 4 are true for two distinct peaks, p and q, then the objects assigned to p and q are within the the observer's field of view. Note that this is also the case with respect
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to the Co/3 relation whereby symbols for coalescent peaks remain evident in its arguments.
For the sake of brevity, in the remainder of this section we assume that a and b stand for two distinct objects in the world and that p and q represent two distinct depth peaks representing a and b at a time point t, respectively (i.e., it is the case that p = p o(a, t) and q = p o(b, t)). A comment about the nature of p o/2 is in order here: p o/2 holds at a time point, thus it is a fluent related to snapshots of the world. In this work, the object label that is argument of this fluent is maintained according to sequence of snapshots and the events observed in this sequence. Should this label be lost (e.g. when the object is not noted for a number of depth profiles) a new lable will be created to refer to the object. In a general case, however, p o should be related to a world model and its relation to the sequence of observations. The existence of the object would then be maintained by its unique perceptual signature that should be part of the world model. This issue shall be explored in future research.
We state some predicates about peak transitions as follows. Axioms [T r1] to [T r11], below, express the connections between the dynamic predicates stated in Definition 2 above and the transitions on depth peak attributes. Each of these axioms connects each of the relations in Definition 2 (that are defined at a time point t) to descriptions of transitions in the distance, disparity and size attributes of the objects observed at time points t 1 and t 2 , where t falls within the open time interval (t 1 , t 2 ). In this work, such time intervals are assumed to be very small; therefore, the predicates described in Definition 2 are locally valid with respect to the time point t. We assume that this constraint is respected in this work but do not write it explicitly in the axioms below for clarity. The assumption of small time intervals could be enforced in the axioms [T r1]-[T r11] by defining a threshold on time ι and including the condition t 2 − t1 < ι in the right-hand side of the axioms.
Definition 2 (Predicates about Peak
The reason why we assume a local interpretation for the predicates in Definition 2 is so that we can identify each dynamic predicate with a single change in the world. This way we guarantee that within the time interval (t 1 , t 2 ), where some dynamic predicates are true, there was no more than one actual change in the objects observed (even though we may need various predicates to explain it 6 ). If this constraint is relaxed, it would not be possible to associate transitions on depth peaks to single changes in the world and, thus, a possibly infinite sequence of transitions could be assumed to explain an (arbitrary long) interval between two subsequent snapshots of the world.
In
we assume a threshold value of disparity ǫ = (L + dL), where L is the limiting distance as discussed in Section 3, and dL is a very small distance value with respect to L. The number ǫ represents a minimum value from where a peak can be assumed as shrinking and not as vanishing, and as extending rather than appearing.
The formula [T r1] states that a peak p is extending at time t if and only if its disparity increases from one depth profile taken before t (at a time point t 1 ) to a subsequent profile (taken at t 2 ). Axiom [T r2] states the complementary relation, i.e., the case of a peak shrinking.
Likewise, a peak appearing from the bottom of a profile is expressed by Axiom
A peak shrinking to the extent in which it cannot be further noted by the sensors is represented by the following formula:
The event of two peaks approaching each other at an instant t is used to name the fact that the distance between the respective depth peaks decreases through time. Formulae [T r5a] and [T r5b] represent, resp., P eak approaching DisC/3 and P eak approaching ExtC/3. The axioms for P eak receding DisC/3 and P eak receding ExtC/3 are represented by Formulae [T r6a] and [T r6b].
Axiom [T r7] below states that two peaks are coalescing at a time point t if and only if they are ExtC/3 at time t 1 < t, and at a time t 2 > t they are Co/3.
Axiom [T r8] below refers to the predicate Going out sight(p, q, t) expressing that the peak p (or q) is going out of the observer's sight at time t:
We must also take into account the case of one single peak in a profile splitting into two distinct ones in a later snapshot, as expressed in [T r9] below.
The case where no changes in depth peaks is noted by the observer is stated by
If it is the case that Going out sight/3 assumes the terms RightBorder or Lef tBorder as arguments, the disjunction in the consequent of [T r8] is simplified as the borders of the field of view are always visible 7 . We can state this fact formally by assuming two additional axioms in our formalism:
[LB] ∀ t In sight(LeftBorder, t);
[RB] ∀ t In sight(RightBorder, t).
A conceptual neighbourhood diagram (CND) for the dynamic relations presented in this section is shown in Figures 12 and 13 . Note that for every edge connecting a pair of relations in these diagrams there could be a path passing through P eak static/3 (for the relations in Figure 12 ) and through Single peak static/2 (for the relations in Figure 13 ), since there is always a possibility of a static state in between any pair of edge-connected transitions. However, we have omitted these relations from Diagrams 12 and 13 whenever the static relation was not mandatory (Kuipers, 1994) . In fact, the static relations deserve a finer-grain treatment as they can be divided into various qualitatively distinct relations. For instance, we could consider one peak static relation that could possibly occur in the CND arc between P eak approaching DisC/3 and P eak approaching ExtC (breaking the intrinsic continuous change between these relations in a continuous domain) which is distinct from the peak static relation that accounts for the mandatory static interval between, e.g., P eak approaching DisC/3 and P eak receding DisC/3. Besides, the latter could still be distinguished from the peak static relation between P eak approaching ExtC/3 and P eak receding ExtC/3. We believe that this treatment would create an extra level of complexity for the understanding of the framework presented, thus we decided to leave it for a future extension of this paper.
Each edge connecting two predicates in the diagrams in Figures 12 and 13 should be considered as a theorem of the underlying theory. Proving these theorems, however, is not a straightforward task as a stronger theory about temporal projection has to be considered to handle the time dependency in the predicates. In order to make explicit the elements involved in these proofs, Conjecture 1 presents the formal statements of these theorems, their proofs are cases for further investigation. The concept of continuous transition, mentioned in Conjecture 1 above, means that for every time point u ∈ (t, t ′ ), where φ i (p, q, t) and φ j (p, q, t ′ ), there is no qualitative relation in the underlying theory that qualifies the relationship between p and q.
Peak_coalescing
In this work, the conceptual neighbourhood diagrams on peak transition relations are assumed as constraints used to predict the future behaviour of objects in the world, restricting the search for hypotheses to explain changes in the observed scene. In practise, the conceptual neighbourhood diagrams in Figures 12 and 13 are encoded as tables. Therefore, their automatic evaluation is reduced to a simple table look up procedure.
It is worth noting that we ended up with a CND that has two peculiarities. First, each vertex of the CND in Figure 13 encodes a state transition (rather than a simple state as it is usually the case in the QSR literature). Second, some of its edges are uni-directed implying that some transitions are not reversible.
In the next section we show how the relations representing transitions with respect to depth peak attributes can be related to hypotheses about objects of the world.
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Extending
Appearing
Vanishing Shrinking Single_peak_static Single_peak_static Figure 13 .: Conceptual neighbourhood diagram for the dynamic relations on a single depth peak.
From transitions to object relations in space
The purpose of this section is to present a set of axioms that describe the possible conclusions that can be drawn about the motion of objects of the world (including the observer) from the observation of transitions between depth peaks. Due to the incomplete knowledge available to the observer and his limited view of the world, conclusions about the motion of objects from the observation of their corresponding images are underconstrained. In other words, unless we assume (an unfeasible) omniscient observer, our framework has always to assume a disjoint set of hypotheses eligible to explain any particular observation. Moreover, our choice of a non-omniscient observer makes the inference of conclusions from perceived items a process of hypothesising explanations, rather than deducing facts 8 . The axioms presented below capture the underconstrained nature of inferring motion from observation as the disjunctive set of relations composing their premises, where each disjunct is a hypothesis about objects in the world. The observation of the depth profiles relative to these objects is expressed in the consequents of the axioms, which are disjunctions of relations themselves. As we shall see further in this paper, the process of hypothesising explanations from observations is handled by a simple notion of abduction that infers as hypotheses the premises of the axioms below, given that their consequents are true. More explicitly, assume for instance that in a particular depth peak transition (e.g. Figures 5(a) and 5(b) ) it is the case that P eak approaching DisC(P, Q, T ) for depth peaks P and Q, representing, respectively, objects A and B at an instant T , thus it is possible to infer (abduce) as hypotheses that A and B are either getting closer to each other, or moving backward from the observer, or the observer is describing a movement such that the two objects' images are viewed as approaching each other (repre-sented by the predicate circling/3 below). These conclusions can be drawn using axioms [Obj3a] in an abductive fashion.
In what follows, we assume that the symbols a and b are variables for physical bodies, and t and t 1 for time points. Each relation on depth peaks described in Section 5.1 is connected to a particular class of time-dependent spatial relations on physical bodies from the observer viewpoint that we call object-observer hypotheses. These classes of hypotheses are distinguished considering, exclusively, the spatial information contained in depth profiles. There are five classes of object-observer hypotheses, each of which is discussed in turn as follows.
Extending, shrinking, vanishing and appearing
The relations on single peaks Extending/2, Shrinking/2, V anishing/2 and Appearing/2 can be related to the following predicates on objects:
4. Observer just passed right(a, t), standing for "the observer has just passed the right-hand side of the object a." Here we assume the common sense notion of right/left-hand side of observed objects, i.e., the sides of an object is a mirrored reflex of observer's right/left-hand sides, as discussed in Section 3.2;
5. Obj just passed right(a, t), stating that "a has just passed the right-hand side of the observer ";
6. Observer just passed lef t(a, t) and Obj just passed lef t(a, t) are analogous to, respectively, Observer just passed right/2 and Obj just passed right/2.
The axioms [Obj5] and [Obj6] below state the connection between these relations and the predicates on peaks defined in Section 5.1. In these axioms we recall the relations on disparity discussed in Section 3.
[Obj6c] Going out sight(RightBorder, q, t) ← q = p o(b, t)∧ (Observer just passed right(b, t)∨ Object just passed right(b, t));
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[Obj6d] Going out sight(p, LeftBorder, t) ← p = p o(a, t)∧ (Observer just passed lef t(a, t)∨ Object just passed lef t(a, t)).
The axioms [Obj5] above are only defined for convex bodies. For non-convex objects, the condition of an object being closer to the observer than another is not a condition for concluding that the former is occluding the later. A stronger theory of occlusion, such as ROC (Randell et al., 2001) , summarised in Section 2, has to be assumed to solve this issue.
Splitting
The relation P eak splitting/3 can be related to the predicate Appearing behind/3, as represented by Axioms [Obj7a] and [Obj7b].
1. Appearing behind(a, b, t), read as "object a is appearing from behind object b at time t from the observer's viewpoint".
Appearing behind(a, b, t)).
Object/peak static
The connection between static peaks and static objects is stated below.
1. Object static (a, b, t) , states that objects a and b are not moving at time t with respect to the observer's viewpoint;
2. Single object static(a, t), states that the object a is static at time t with respect to the observer's viewpoint.
An interesting issue brought up from the understanding of the axioms above is whether they could be formally derived from a projective-geometry basis. This would provide a numerical ground to the qualitative theory proposed in this paper, besides facilitating the cross fertilisation between QSR approaches (that would handle qualitative reasoning over qualitative theories) and image reconstruction and stereovision methods (Faugeras and Luong, 2001 ) (which would deal with the low-level computer vision processing). The actual development of this would call for a completely new foundation for the present work, whereby we'd have to, first, assume the notion of projective spaces, on top of which a bi-focal geometry should be constructed (as the axioms above are defined on two views) and finally to formally derive the 31 axioms described in this section within this geometry. This, however, is outside the scope of the present work and should justify a paper on its own.
In this paper, however, the set of axioms proposed above is used in a process of abductive assimilation of hypothesis about the world based on transitions in depth profiles, as discussed in the next section.
Explanation
Taking into account the formal system developed in the previous sections, the task of the explanation process is to infer the left-hand side of Formulae [T r1] to [T r11] given a descriptions (observations) of snapshots of the world in terms of depth peak transitions that match the right-hand side of these axioms. From the transitions inferred in this process, abduction is used to hypothesise observerrelative relations according to Axioms [Obj1] to [Obj9], described in Section 5.2.
Assuming that Ψ is a description, in terms of depth peak attributes, of a depth map sequence and that Σ is a background theory comprising Formulae [T r1] to [T r11] and [Obj1] to [Obj9], the assimilation of knowledge about the external world is to find a set of hypotheses ∆, such that Σ, ∆ |= Ψ, where ∆ comprises predicates from the premises of Axioms [Obj1] to [Obj9] .
In other words, the task of abduction is to find an explanation for the difference between pairs of consecutive snapshots by hypothesising observer-relative relations between objects on the premises of In order to evaluate negated hypotheses, this process assumes the following closed world assumption:
Assumption 1 (Closed World Assumption) Whatever can not be explained by abduction, and is not a consequence of the set of axioms, is assumed as false.
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Multiple hypotheses
In fact, the problem of assimilating spatial knowledge about the world is intrinsically underconstrained, i.e., the information included in input observation is limited and not sufficient to recover a complete description of the scene. For instance, parts of an object may always be occluded, and the object's shape cannot then be entirely seen from the observer's viewpoint. The best that can be done, then, is to provide plausible descriptions of the scene based on the available information. Since the amount of input data is always limited, multiple descriptions have to be constructed. In the present work, this problem is reflected in the disjunction of possible hypotheses in the antecedents of Axioms [Obj1] to [Obj9] . This recalls the definition of perception proposed in (Gregory, 1970) , where the perceptual system is assumed as a "look up" system in which sensory information is used to build gradually, and to select from, an internal repertoire of "perceptual hypotheses" -which are the nearest we ever get to reality.
Whether or not this reflects the reality of biological perceptual systems, as claimed in (Gregory, 1970) , this is actually the case in the framework presented in this paper.
In order to disambiguate the set of multiple competing hypotheses in Axioms [Obj1] to [Obj9], from the standpoint of spatial reasoning alone, it is necessary to incorporate knowledge about the static objects in the scene background within the theory (such as knowledge about wall edges, light bulbs, and inanimate objects), so that the motion of the objects can be interpreted according to the changes in the relative positions of these features from the observer's viewpoint. Therefore, it would be possible to infer the motion of the observer from the interpretation of the apparent motion of these static scene objects. Once the motion of the observer is known, the object's motion can be obtained by comparing their observed displacements with their expected positions with respect to the change of viewpoint. This, however, could not be achieved using the limited information encoded in depth profiles, and is an open issue to be considered in future extensions of this framework.
The advantage of our approach, nevertheless, relies on the simplicity of the axioms and, consequently, on the reduced computational complexity of evaluating them during a scene interpretation process. In addition, there are only a few conflicting explanations in the resulting set of possible explanations, which reduces the search space for possible interpretations of information, as illustrated by the example discussed in the next section.
Motivating example
We now recall the example proposed in Section 3.1. In this section we omit the predicates on peak/object static, and the one-peak relations (such as Expanding/2 and Contracting/2, Section 5.2) for clarity.
From the pair of profiles P1 and P2 (Figures 5(a) and 5(b) (p. 11) respectively) Statement (11) below follows from the distances between Peaks P and Q (in P1 and P2), Formulae (7) and (8) (p. 21) and Axiom [T r5a] (p. 25), for a time point T such that T 1 < T and T < T 2 . At this point it is worth recalling that T 1 (T 2 ) is the time point when P1 (P2) was taken, according to the assumption stated in Section 3.1.
P eak approaching DisC(P, Q, T ).
From this fact and Axiom [Obj3a] (p. 31) we can infer by abduction the observer-relative relations between the objects A and B depicted (respectively) by the peaks P and Q, as stated by Formula (12) below.
The previous formula represents a set of alternative interpretations about what happened to Objects A and B in the transition represented by the pair of depth profiles P1 and P2. It is worth pointing out that from the set of 20 possible relations defined in Section 5.2 (excluding the static and the one-peak relations), only four of them remains possible to be assumed as interpretation for the event observed (as expressed in Formula (12)). This becomes a more striking result if we take into consideration the simplicity of the base spatial entities utilised in this work.
Moreover, from the image-level interpretation of profiles P1 and P2 (i.e. the peak transitions), represented in Formula (11), and assuming the neighbourhood diagram in Figure 12 (p. 28) it is possible to derive a set of predictions of possible future scenarios for the peaks in P2 and, consequently, for the relative objects A and B. These hypotheses are described in the set of formulae Predictions I below, whereby (I.1) represents the hypotheses about possible future states of Peaks P and Q, and (I.2) represents the possible hypotheses for the future states of Objects A and B. Set (I.1) was obtained from, first, finding a relation in the neighbourhood diagram (Figure 12 -p. 28) that unifies with Formula (11), and then collecting every other relation that is connected to it by an edge in the diagram, with the proper variable unifications made. Set (I.2), on the other hand is derived from (I.1) and Axioms [Obj3a] and [Obj4a] (p. 31).
It is worth noting also that (I.2) is a set of eight possible hypotheses on objects, a reduction of more than 60% from the entire set of 20 relations on objects defined in Section 5.2. Sixty percent may not be an impressive reduction over the number of hypotheses if contrasted to the reduction in the number of possible interpretations, as noted in the previous paragraph; however, it is a reasonable result since the prediction of future states should have a much greater branching factor than the interpretation of past events from the observation of their effects.
(I.1) P eak approaching ExtC(P, Q,Ṫ )∨ P eak approaching DisC(P, Q,Ṫ )∨ P eak receding DisC(P, Q,Ṫ ); (I. 
Assuming Profile P2 and its subsequent P3 (Figures 5(b) and 5(c) (p. 11) respectively), Formulae (8) and (9) (p. 21) and Axiom [T r5b] (p. 26), for T 2 <Ṫ andṪ < T 3 , it is possible to deduce the following interpretation of the peak transition in P2-P3: P eak approaching ExtC(P, Q,Ṫ ),
which corroborates one of the disjunct in the the prediction set (I.1) above.
From the previous statement (Formula 13) and Axiom [Obj3a] (p. 31), we infer a set of hypotheses analogous to those expressed by Formula (12), however for a time pointṪ later than T . This is the object-level interpretation of the depth profile sequence P1, P2 and P3 that says that the objects A and B were either Getting closer, Circling < , M oving backward or Obj moving backward during this sequence. However, a more interesting result comes from the set of predictions Predictions II below for a time pointT later thanṪ , which was obtained from Formula (13) and the conceptual neighbourhood diagram for DDP C (Figure 12 , p. 28):
(II.1) P eak coalescing(P, Q,T )∨ P eak approaching ExtC(P, Q,T )∨ P eak receding ExtC(P, Q,T ); (II. 
In Predictions II we see three possibilities for peak transitions (cf. (II.1)), one of these hypotheses refers to the possible fact of peaks P and Q coalescing atT . Not only will this fact allow the maintenance of the peak labels P and Q in a future depth profile showing only one peak (result of two coalescent peaks) but also it creates the expectancy of an occlusion event between Objects A and B as represented in (II.2).
It is worth noting that the set of object-level predictions (II.2) for time poinẗ T has fewer possible hypotheses than the set (I.2). Thus, in this case, the method developed in this paper greatly reduced the search for a possible interpretation of a future event (that may occur at some instant later than P3).
One more step in this example would allow the inference of P eak coalescing(P, Q,T ),
which can be obtained from P3 and P4 (Figures 5(c) and 5(d), p. 11), Axiom [T r7] (p. 26) and Formulae (9) and (10) (p. 21), where T 3 <T andT < T 4 . The previous formula is an interpretation of the depth transition that occurred from depth profile P3 and P4, from which (allied with Formulae (9) (p. 21) and Axiom [Obj5a] (p. 34)) we can infer that at the time pointT (T 3 <T and T < T 4 ) Object A is occluding Object B. This fact validates the hypotheses (II.2): Occluding(A, B,T ), besides being the sole object-level interpretation that can be inferred from from Formula (14), according to the axioms in Section 5.2.
This completes the interpretation of the depth profile sequence in Figure 5 (and, as a consequence, of the sequence of snapshots in Figure 4 ). However, we can still get a new set of predictions from Formula (14) applying the same procedure as above. Briefly, Formula (14) and the conceptual neighbourhood diagram ( Figure  12 ) provides P eak splitting(P, Q, ... T ) or Going out sight(P, Q, ... T ) as disjoint relations that will hold for Peaks P and Q in a future depth profile. These facts, together with Axioms [Obj6a] and [Obj7a] (p. 34) and Formula (10) (p. 21), allows the system to hypothesise that Object A will either be totally occluding object B (from [Obj6a]), or B will be appearing from behind A (from [Obj7a]). Thus, we end up with a set containing only two disjoint alternative hypotheses about the observed objects to be validated by further evidence.
Therefore, the framework proposed in this paper allows the interpretation of snapshot sequences, such as that in Figure 4 , via a process of explanation of image features, hypothesising over the possible occurrences of events in the world and prediction of possible alternative future scenarios, all of it, grounded on logic inferences on theories representing some spatial facts that are part of our common sense knowledge.
Beyond the example
The implementation of the formalism proposed in this paper is presented in (Santos, 2003) and (Santos and Shanahan, 2003) . Preliminary experiments showed that the implemented system could interpret pairs of snapshots as expected; i.e. the system reproduced similar steps to those presented in the example above (Section 6.1). However, this behaviour was only observed for input data from a very controlled environment (with reduced sensor noise). In the general case, however, noise in the sensor data generates various spurious peaks which the implemented formalism could not handle properly. This calls for further research on formalising knowledge about sensor noise inside a background theory, so that the system could make an informed decision of which are the spurious peaks and which are the peaks representing real objects in the world. A complete discussion of the implementation and its evaluation is subject for a future paper.
Concluding remarks
This paper proposed a spatial reasoning theory called Depth Profile Calculus (DP C) which incorporates connectivity, size and depth information. This theory comprises time-dependent notions about three disjoint domains: distance, size and disparity, as noted from the viewpoint of a single observer. An extension of the DP C theory, the Dynamic DP C, was also proposed to provide a rigorous account of transitions in subsequent pairs of snapshots in terms of changes in DP C relations. The representation of common-sense relations between objects in the world is one of the contributions of this work.
We presented also the main definitions of a logic-based framework for assimilation of knowledge about visual observations assuming Depth Profile Calculus and abduction. The axioms in Sections 5.1 and 5.2 constitute the central definitions of this process, bridging transitions in the attributes of the observed objects (represented by Axioms [T r1] to [T r11]) and high-level concepts about the motion of objects expressed as disjunctions of relations (according to Axioms [Obj1] to [Obj9] ). This is a second contribution of this work, namely, a process of rewriting descriptions of transitions in the observed domain into first-order relations, and a further process of abductive assimilation that hypothesises sets of observerrelative concepts representing the motion of objects and the observer, assuming occlusion and object deformation (expansion and contraction). Underlying these ideas is the condition that the intervals defining peak transition predicates are very short. This condition allows us to identify the interpretation of transitions in successive depth profiles with actual changes in the environment. If this restriction was not imposed, the assimilation of a consecutive pair of snapshots would be misleading, as anything could happen during the time interval between two snapshots. One draw back of this assumption, however, is that very fast, repetitive, variations in the objects' state (such as fast oscillations) can be noted instead of meaningful events in the world. In this work we avoid this problem by assuming that the environment is free from these events, as is the case with most situations in the common sense world. The general case, however, is left for further investigation.
Not only can the axioms discussed in Section 5.1 be used in an abductive setting, but they can also be used in a deductive way, where the hypotheses about motion (proposed in Section 5.2) would be understood as actions executed by an agent. Therefore, the peak transitions in the right-hand side of Formulae [T r1] to [T r11] would constitute expectations (effects) of these actions, expressed in the left-hand side of these formulae. This, however, recalls reasoning about the effects of actions and a solution to the problem of representing the indirect effects of actions, the so called ramification problem (Thielscher, 1997) . This is an important and challenging open issue left for future research.
Also subject for future work is the extension of the framework proposed in this paper using 3D spatial regions, rather than depth profiles. We believe that this could be accomplished by adding similar relations to those presented in this paper considering the vertical dimension. Subject of our current investigation is the assumption of an inductive-logic machine for deriving some basic spatial formulae from the visual observation of ground facts about the world, pointers to literature about this issue are (Cohn et al., 2006; Needham et al., 2005; Santos et al., 2004) 
